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SUMMARY In this letter, a new class of almost binary sequence pairs
with a single zero element and three autocorrelation values is presented.
The new almost bi£!ary sequence pairs are based on cyclic difference set$
and differell(;e set pairs. By applying the method to the binary sequence
'· .
pairs, new binary sequence pairs with three-level autocorrelation are cons~. It is shown that new. sequence pairs from our constructions .are
balanced or almost balanced and have optimal three-level autocorrelation
when "the characteristic ·sequences or ~equence pairs of .difference sets or
difference-sefpairnre·baianced or.almost balanced and have optimal autocorrelations.
key words: auto~orrelation, difference sets, difference set pairs, almost

. binary sequence pairs, binary sequence pairs

1. . Introduction
Pseudorandom binary sequences (x(t)}, where x(t) e
{+1, -1}, of period N are. widely used in code-division
. rpultiple-access (CDMA) mobile communications ·and
stream-cipher systems due to their randomness and simplicity in their generation. ·For these sequences the transrrri~ted
and received signals are the same to extract the useful s~g
nals using the periodic autocorrelation, and it is desirable
to use binary sequences with nontrivial autocorrelation as
low as possible. · Additionally, depending on the applications, misntatched filtering sequences were proposed [l]. In
mismatched· filtering systems, the receiver uses spread frequency sequences different from the sequences in the transmitter as the filtering sequence to compress pulses. Comparing matched filtering with the same address code sequences in the transmitter and receiver, we found out that
mismatched filtering can obtain more spread frequency sequences .in the precondition of ensuring acceptable SNR
loss. A sequence pair which is a class of discrete signal
can be considered as a class of mismatched sequences [2].
If the PACF of the sequence pair side-lobes are all zero, we
say the sequence pair is a perfect sequence pair. Since the
known existence result for perfect binary sequence pairs is
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only for even period, Jiang extended the study.to punctured
binary sequence pairs in [3] and Xu to the tertiary and qua· ·
ternary sequence pairs in [4] and [5].
Recently, the concepts of almost binary ·and· almost
quadriphase sequences (sequences with a signat zero element) were proposed alternatively, and several mteresting
constructions have been reported [6], [7]. In this letter,
by applying the method to the binary sequence :pairs; we
present a class of almost binary sequence pairs with threelevel autocorrelation, which is based on difference sets and
difference set pairs and has optimalq.illance among + 1's and
-1 's. Additionally, we discuss the binary sequ~nce pairs
by replacing x(a) = 1 with x(a) = -1 or x(a) ; -1 with
x(a) = 1 forO~ a~ N- ·1.
The outline of the letter is as follows. Section 2 gives
some preliminaries for our presentation. In Sect. 3, we
present .the methods to construct almost binary ' sequence
pairs based on difference sets and difference ~et pairs,
which preserve the autocorrelation and balance property
of the given binary sequence or sequence pair. Applying
the method to the binary sequence pairs, new ~inary sequence pairs with three-level autocorrelation are c<?nstnlcted
in Sect. 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
Sect 5.

2. Preliminaries
We review some notations in this section.
Let D be a subset of ZN. The characteristic sequence s(t) of
D is defined as
·
if t mod NED
.
otherw1se.
·.
.
.
.
Let U and V be a subset of ZN, and let U and V be the
characteristic sets of the binary sequences x' and i/ respectively, then define an almost binary sequence pair (x, y) as
·
follows:

s( t )

= { -1,
1,

x(t)

={

•.

0,
-1 ,

1'

t =(a}
t e U \ (a} y(t)
t E U,

={

-1

l, '

t~V .

t_EV

where a E ZN.
Let (x, y) be an almost binary sequence pair of period
N . Then the periodic autocorrelation function (PACF) of the
almost binary sequence pair (x, y) with three-level autocorrelation at shift 0 :::;; -r < N is defined as
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N- 1

~~:·

R(x,y)(T)

~

}=0

~
~

=

i;,

I
I
~

parameters (N, k, A), and let

=.2: x(j)y(j + r)
{

F,

r = 0 and F

E~o

rEH
-r E zN~

E2.

x(t)

¢. E 1 "1: E2

H

where j + r = (j + -r) mod N, His a subset of ZN.
Let {.x'(t)} and {y' (t)} be two binary sequences of period
N, and let the sets U and V be the characteristic sets of the
sequences {x'(t)} and {y'(t)}. The autocorrelation property of
· {x'(t)} and {y'(t)} are determined by the difference function
and defined as

~i

~f

tt.
~

~:

du,v(r)

R(x.y)(T) !:::

- l{t : t

f

- l{t : t

·

{ N - 2(k + k') + 4e,

=

N- 2(k + k') + 4.A,

for r
for r

=0
¢.

0.

3. Constructions of Almost Binary SequeJ;J.ce Pairs
In this subsection, two constructions 'of almost binary sequence pairs are presented.
3.1

Construction Based

Theorem 1:

on Difference Sets

Let. the set D be a cyclic difference set with

. l,

tED
tED.

E

D ,t + T

E

E

D}l

D}l

E

D,t + r

E

D}l

E D, t

+r

E

D}l - l{t : t E D, t + r E D}l

-l{t : tE{a},t+r E D}l+l{t : tE{a},t+-rED}I

=d0 (r) + do(r)- d0 ,0 (-rf- dv,0 (r)
-lit: t E {a},t+TED}I+I{t: t E {a },t+rED}I
For -r
For r

13.

= 0, R(x,y) =N ¢.

1 is the trivial value.
0, firstly, we come to consider

=dv(r) + d[j(r)- dn,v Cr! - d15,v(r).

From Lemma 1, we can get 13. =: N- 4(k- A). Furthermore,
when r E D- a, it is easily checkedthat l{t: t E {a}, t + r E
DJI = 0 and l{t : t E {a}, t + r E D}l = 1, and we obtain
l(t : t E {a}, t + r E D}l = 1 and l(t : t E (a}, t + r E D}l =. 0 ·
for the case r E D -: a.
.
Conciudihg from the above, the almost binary se- ·
quence pair (x, y) ha~ the following three autocorrelation
values:
R(x,y)(r)

r .

R(x',y')(r)

{ -1,

=l{t : t E D, t + -r E D}l + l{t : t E D, t + r E D}l

=

=

=

-l{t: tED.\ {a}, t + r E D}l

i/~d~~;fl~~ ~ i~r~~~ :~z;r~ ~~:~e:ti

ic

lit : tED\ {a}, t + T
+ l{t : t

=l{r + U) n VI .

ZN be two subsets of ZN with k and !C elements respectively.
~· .· Let e IU n VI. Then (U, V) is called an (N,k,JC,e,A) dif~erence set pair if ~very nonzero g E ZN, g can be expressed
~~' . m exactly A ways m the form u; - v j = g, where u; E U and
~· . v1 E V. Obviously, if U = V, the difference set.pair is very
~.
natural generalization of cyclic difference set.
~· Lemma 1([8]): Let (U, V) be a (N, k, k', e, A) difference set
f# · pair of ZN. Then
~·
1) (U, V) is a (N, k, N -k',k-e, k-A) difference set pair
~ · . and (U, V) is a (N, N- k, k', k' - e, k' -A) difference set pair,
~·. where U and \! 'a re defined as U =ZN- U and V = ZN- V,
~· and are called the complement of U and V.
~2) (U, V) is a (N,N -k, N -!C, e', A') difference set pair,
~
(,.
where e' =N- (k + k') + e and A' N - (k + k') +A.
~·
As mentioned in paper [9], the binary sequence pair
~
(x', y') has a two-level autocorrelation function if and only if
>.
its characteristic set pair (U, V) is a difference set pair. Thus
finding binary sequence pairs with two-level autocorrelation
g function of period N is the same as searching for difference
f; set pairs of ZN. Then the relationship between the paramep ters (N, k, k', e, A) of difference set pair (U, V) and PACF of
binary sequence pair (.x'' y') is as follows.
~;
Lemma 2([9]): Let U and V be two subsets of ZN, and x' =
~
(x'(O), x'(l), .. · , x'(N-1)) andy' =(y'(O),y'(l), .. · , y'(N~:
1)) be two characteristic sequences of U and V respectively.
~
(
Then the relationship between the parameters (N, k, k', e, A)
:·
o~ difference set pair (U, V) and PACF of binary seqUence
pair (x'! y') is

0,
t ={a}
-1, t e D \ {a } y(t)
1,
tED,

Then the sequence pair (x, y) is an almost binary sequence
pair with three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: By the definition, the autocorrelation function of
the sequence pair becomes

Let D be a subset of ZN, and let k = IDI. Dis called
a (N, k, A) difference set if the equation d - d' = w has A
.
solutt:ts
o! ;}· c

ii

={

· { N - 1,
fort ·:;:· {n} N- 4(k- A)- 1, fortE D- a
N- 4(k- A)+ 1, fortE D- a .

=

It is obvious that we can use all kinds of difference sets,
such as Singer set, Hadamard set, Twin set, Cyclotomic set
an.d so on, to construct the almost binary sequence pairs.
Using Singer set, an example of the a9ove theorem is
given as follows.
Example 1: Let D be a Singer set of 2(,3 with parameters
(63, 31 , 15), and
D

={0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10; 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 25,
27, 30, 32, 36,41,42, 45,46,47, 49,.51, 53, 54, 61}.

By Theorem 1, if we let x(4) = 0. The autocorrelation
function of the almost binary sequence pair
(x, y) = (- - - - 0 + + + - - - - + - - + - - - + +
-++--+-++-+~+++-++++-

. - + +--- +- +- +-- + + ,+ + + +

-+,

·~

!
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-----+++--~-+--+---++

-++--+-++-+-+++-++++- -

Corollary 1: Let the set (U, V) be a cyclic difference set
pair with parameters (N, k, I(, e, A), and let
·

-++---+-+-+--++++++-~

x(t) =

is as follows:

-

R(x,y)(r)= {62, 0, 0, 0, -2, -2, -2, -2, 0, --'2, -2, 0, -2, ..:..2,

- 2, 0, o. -2, 0, 0, -2, -2, 0, -2, 0, 0, -2, 0, -2, 0, .
0, 0, -2, 0, 0, 0, 0, -2, -2, 0, 0, -2,.-2, -2, 0, -2, 0,

- 2,0, -2,-2,0,0,0,0,0,0, -2,0,-2, -2,-2, -2}
It is easily checked that the numbers of occurrence of + 1 in
xis 32, .- 1 is 30 and +1 in y is 32,-1 is 31.
In the following, we consider another construction of
· almost binary sequence pairs which is based ·on difference·
· set pairs.
·

! .

.

·

x(t) =

{ O,
-1,
1,

1

={a}

E U \{a}
t E U,

t

{ -1
teV
y(t) = .
'·
1,
t E V.

where a ¢. U n V. Then the sequence pair (x, y) is an almost
binary sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: As before, we need only to consider the autocorrelation function of the sequence pair.
R(x.y)(T)

From Lemma 1, we can get !:!. = N - 2(k + k') + 4A. Furthermore, when T e V - a, it is easily checked that l{t : t e
{a}, t+r E VH = 0 and l{t : t e {a}, t+r e V}l = 1, and we obtain l{t : t e {0}, t+r E VJI = 1 and l{t: t E {0}, t+r e V}l =0
for the case r e V - a.
Concluding from the above, the almost binary sequence pair (x, y) has the following three autocorrelation
values:
N - 2(k + k') -f 4e + l, forT

R(x,y)(T)

=0

= { N- 2(k-t-JC) + 4A.- 1, forTE~- a
n V,

we can also get the

I,

:-

Example 2: Let a difference set pair (U, V) with parameters
(21, 11, 8, 8, 4) be given by

u ={5; 6, 8, 11,12,15, 18, 20}
v = {5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20).
By Theorem 2, if we let y(7) = 0, the almost binary
sequence pair (x, y) of period 21 is given by
(x,y)

=(+ + + + +-- +- ++-- + + :- + +- + - ,
+++++--0-+---++ - -+-+-~

The autocorrelations of the sequence pair are given by
R(x,y)

={16, -2, -2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -2, 0, -2, 0, 0,
- 2, 0, 0, -2, -2, 0, 0, -2} .

· By Corollary 1, if we let x(5) = 0, the autocorrelations
of the almost binary sequence pair (x, y) of period '21 are ·
given by
R(x,y)

= {14, -2, -2, -2, 0, -2, -2, -2, 0, 0, -2, -2,
0, -2, 0, -2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).

4.

Constructions of Binary Sequence Pairs

In the previous section, we discuss the resultant almost bi-

nary sequence pairs by replacing x(a) = 1 or -1 with
x(a) = 0. hi this section, we will discuss the binary sequence pairs with three-level autocorrelation by replacing
x(a) = -1 with x(a) = I, and vice versa.

4.1

Construction Based on Difference Sets

Theorem 3: Let the set D be a cyclic difference set with
parameters (N, k, .-t), and let

N- 2(k + JC) + 4A + 1, for rEV- a.

For the case when a e U
following result.

t EV
t e -v

N ..,.. 2(k + k' ) + 4e ~ 1, forr =0
R(x,y)(T) = N - ·2(k +k') + 4A- 1, forr E ~-:-a
., .
.{ N- 2(k + JC) + 4A + 1, forr E V- ~~ ·

'*

!:!. = du,v(r) + du:v(r)- du:v(r)- d(u,V)(r).

.'

{ ·-1
· '

~:

~ Ht: t E U, t + r e V}l -l{t: t E U, t + r e V}l

For r = 0, since a¢. U n V , then the elements x(a) and y(a)
of the crurracteristic sequence pair of (U, V) satisfy x(a) .
y(a) = ..:..1. By Theorem 2, we can obtirin x(a) · y(a) = 0.
From Lemm:a 2, we have R(x.y)(O) =N- 2(k + k') + 4e + 1.
For r 0, w~ cqme to consider

.'

t e U \ {a) y(t) =
teU
·
-

U

=l{t : t E U, t + T E V}l + l{t : t E U, t + T E V}l
. -l{t: te {a}, t+TE V}l+l{t: te {a}, t+re V}l.

{ 1

t = { a)

where a E n V. Then the sequence pair (X, y) is an almost
binary sequence pair with three-level autocotrelation.
PrOof: When r =0, since a e U n V, then the elements x(a) '·
and y(a) of the characteristic sequence pair of (U, V) satisfy · '
x(a)·y(a) = 1. By.Theorem3, we can obtainx(a)·y(a) =0. ~ ·
From Lemma 2, we have R(x,y)(O) = N - 2(k + k') + 4e ~ 1. . ,.
Then the new sequence pair induced from the construction ~
has three-level autocorrelation as shown in the following.
"'

3.2 Constructions Based on Difference Set Pairs
Theorem 2: Let the set (U, V) be a cyclic difference set
pair with parameters (N, k, I(, e, A), and let

O,
-1,

'

x(t)=

1,
-1,
{
1,

I

t = {a}
{ -:-1,
t E D\{a} y(t)= .
1,
t E -D,.

tED
tED.

':,

~·

LE'ITER
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Then the sequence pair (x, y) is a binary sequence pair with
three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: Similar to Theorem1, the autocorrelation function
of the binary sequence pair becomes
R(;x,y)(r)

=dD(r) + dv(r)- dv.v(r) - 2i{t : t E {a}, t

+ 21{t : t
For r
For r
~

E

+T

is as follows:

d15,D(r)

R(x,y)(T)

E D}l

= {61, 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3, -3, -3, 1, -3, -3, 1, -3, -3,

{a}, t + T E D}l.

=0, since x(a) = 1, then R(x.y)(O) = N- 2.

* 0, we come to consider

Furthermore, when r E D- a, it is easily checked that l{t :
t E {a}, t + r E D}l = 0 and l{t: t E {a}, t + r E D}l = 1, and
we obtain l(t: t E {a}, t+T E D}l 1 and i(t: t E {a}, t+r E
D)l =0 for the case r E D- a.
Concluding from the above, the binary sequence pair
(x, y) has the following three autocorrelation values:

=

{

N - 2,
N- 4(k- l)- 2,
N - 4(k - l) + 2,

t

= {a}

tED
. y(t)
t E D \{a},

=

{ - 1

.

1•

'

tE D

-

t E

D.

Then the sequence pair (x,y) is a binary sequence pair with
three-level autocorrelation.
The sequence pair generated from Corollary 2 has almost the same properties as the sequence pair from Theorem
3. In the following, we state its correlation property without
proof.
·{N-2
R(x,y)(r) = N- 4Ck- l) + 2,
N - 4(k - A) - 2,

forr=O
forr ED~ a.
forT E D - a.

Example 3: Let D be a Singer set of .4;3 with parameters
(63, 31, 15), and
D

= {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24,25,
21, 3o, 32,36,41,42,45,46,47, 49,51,53, s4,6n

By Theorem 3, letx(4)
binary sequence pair
(x,y)

By Corollary 2, let x(5)
of binary sequence pair

= 1. The autocorrelation function of

= (---- + + + +---- +-- +--- + +
-++-~+-++-+-+++-++++-

-++ ..... _ -+ -+- +- -'+ +++ + + -+,

= -1. The autocorrelation function

(x, y) = ( - - - - - - + +--- ~ +-- +--- + +

-++--+-++-+-+++-++++- + + - - - + - + - + - - + + + + + + -+,
-----+++----+--+---++
-++--+-++-+-+++-++++- + + - - - + - + - + - - + + + + + + -+)

for r = 0
forTE D- a
forT E D - a.

Clearly, when the element of the characteristic sequence of the difference set + 1 is replaced with -1, we can
·also construct a binary sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation as the following.
Corollary 2: Let the set D be a cyclic difference set with
parameters (N, k, l), and let

-1,
x(t) = -1,
{ 1,

- 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1, 1, -3, -3, -3, 1,'-3, 1, -3, 1,

- 3, -3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, 1, -3, -3, -3, -3}.

= dD(r) + dv(r)- dv,n(T)- dn,v<r) = N-4(k- l).

R(x,y)(T) =

- 3, 1, 1, -3, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1, -3, 1, 1, -3, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1,

· is as follows:
R(x,y)(T)

= {61, -3, -3, 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, 1, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1, :....3,
-3, 1, 1, -3, 1, -3, -3, 1, -3, 1, -3, -3, -3, 1, -3, -3,
- 3, -3, 1, 1, -3, -3~ 1, 1, 1, -3, 1, -3, 1, -3, 1, 1, -3,
- 3, -3, -3, -3, -3, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}.
In the following, applying the construction based on
difference set to difference set pair, we can also construct a
binary sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.

4.2 · Construction Based on Difference Set Pairs Theorem 4:

Let the set (U, V) be a cyclic difference set
pair with parameters (N, k, k', e, A), and let

1•
x(t)=

{

-1,

1,

{ -1

t = {a}

tEU\{a} y(t)=
t E U,

1
'

'

tE V
tEV

where a rt U n V. Then the sequence pair (x, y) is a binary
sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: Similar to Theorem 2, the autocorrelation function
of the binary sequence pair becomes
R(x,y)(T) = du,v(r)

- 2i{t:

+ du:vh)- du,v(r) t E {a}, t + T E V}l

+ 2l{t: t

E

{a}~ t + T

E

d(u,V)(r)

VH~.

For r = 0, since a rt U n V, then the elements x(a)
and y(a) of the characteristic sequence pair of ( U, V) satisfy
x(a)· y(a) = -1. By Theorem 4, we can obtain x(a) · y(a)

=

..
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1. Then we have, R<x.~)(O) = N- 2(k+ k') + 4e + 2.
0, and when r e V - a, it is easily got that
F()r r
R(x,y)" N - 2(k + k) + 4J - 2, and we obtain Rcx.y) N 2(k + k') +4.-l + 2 for the case r .E V- a. .

=

*

=

Concluding from the above, the binary sequence pair
(x, y) has .t he following three autocorrelation values: ·

· ·

{N -

0 · ··

2(k + k') + 4e + 2, for r =
R(x,y)(T) = N- 2(k + k') + 4.-l - 2, forT E ~- a
N - 2(k + k') + 4J + 2, forr e V - a.

For the case a E U n V, we can also get the following
result.
3: Let the
V) be. )a cyclic difference set
.Corollary
.
. set (U,
.
pair with parameters (N, k, k', e, ..!), and let
·
-

· 11,

x(t) =

-1,

-

.l._ .

1

t={a}
{_
t E U \{a} y(t) ~ l, '
t E U,

tEV
V

{N -

2,

2(k + k') + 4e for r = o
Rcx,y)(r) = N- 2(k + k') + 4.-l- 2, for r E ~-a
·
N-2(k+e)+-4.-l+2, forrev...:a.

.

Note that the binary sequence pairs constructed in Theorem 4 and Corollary 3 by replacing the element of the characteristic sequence pair of difference set pair -1 with + 1,
we can. also get another kind of binary. sequence pair with
.three-level aut()Correlation by replacing + l with -1 in the
following . .
Corollary 4: Let the set (U, V) be a cyclic 'difference set
pair with parameters (N, k, k', ~. J), and let
.
_ { -1,
x()t -

1,

tEU
t

u {a}

() _ { -:-I;

yteU \{a},

.
1,

V
tE V

t E

where a e U n V. Then the sequence pair {x, y) is a binary
sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.
ProOf: As before, the autocorrelation function of the binary
sequence pair becomes
Rcx.y)(T)

- 21{t: t E {a}, t + T

Corollary 5:

N - 2(k + k') + 4e "'"' 2; forT = 0
R(x,y)(r)
.

f~rr EV-a

N- 2(k+ k'). +4.-l + 2, forr

E

·v- a.

Example 4: Let a ditfer~nce set pair ( U, V) with parameters ' ·~(21, 11, 8, 8, 4) be given by
:.
{5,6,8, 11, 12·, 15, 18,-20}

tl'

v = {5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20}. '
By Theorem 4, if we let y(7) = 1, the binary sequence
pair (x, y) of period 21 is given by
~~=~++++--+-+~--++-++-+

+ + + + +-- +- +----+ +-- +- +-)The autocorrelations of the sequence p&, are given by
R(x,y) ,;, {17, -3, - 3, 1, 1, 1, 1; 1, _-3, 1, -3, 1, 1,

- 3, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1, 1, -3}.
By Corollary 3, if we let x(5) = 1, the binary sequence
pair (x, y) of period 2I is given by
(x,y) = (+ + + + + +- +- + +-- + +- + + .- +-

+++++- - - - +- - - ++- - +-

+-).

The autocorrelations of the sequence pair are given ~y

R<x,11> ~ {13, - 3, -3, -3, 1, -3, -3, -3, I, 1, -3, -3;
1, -3, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).
By Corollary 4, if we let x(7) = -1, the binary sequence paii (x, y) of period 2I is given by
~0 =~++++----++--++-++-+

~++++----+---++--+-+~.

R(:x,y)

{N - 2(k + e) + 4e + 2, for = 0.
T

=

={ N- 2(k + k')+4.-l- 2,

The autocorrelations of the sequence pair are given by

E V}l.

Then the new sequence pair jnduced from the construction
has three-level autocorrelation as the following_

Rcx.yJ(T)

tEUU(a}
y().:...{·
t - -:-1, tEV
E U \ {a},
1, · t E V

t

where a fl. U n V. Then the sequence pair (x, y) .is ~binary
sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: Similar.to Corollary 3, we can get the new sequence
pair induced from the construction which has three-level autocorrelation as the following.

=du,v(r) + d-;iv(r)- du,v <'r)- d(u,V)(r)
+21{t: t E {a},t+r E V)l

.

-{ -1,
x()t l,

u=

t E

where a E U n V. Then the sequence pair (x, y) is a binary
sequence pair with three-level autocorrelation.
Proof: · Fo~ T = 0, since a E U n V, we can get R(x,y)(O) =
N - 2(k + k') + 4e - 2. Then the new sequence pair induced
from the construction have three-level autocorrelation as the
following.

·

pair with parameters (N, k, k', e, J), and let

N- 2(k + k') + 4J- 2, forTE V- a
N - 2(k + k') + 4.-l + 2, for r E V-'- a.

Let the set (U, V) be a cyclic difference set

={17, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1, i,'-3, I, -3,
1, -3, -3, -3, -3, -3, 1, 1}.

By Corollary 5, if we let x(4) = -1 , the binary sequence pair (x, y) of period 21 is given by
~0=~+++---+-++--++-++-+
+++++----+---++--+-+~

·~

~

LEITER

1891
;

The autocorrelations of the sequence pair are given by
R(x,y)

= {13, 1, 1, 1, 1, -3, 1, 1, 1, -3, -3, 1;
1, -3, 1, -3, 1, -3, -3, -3, -3}.

example is the following difference set pair bf z51 with pa.
rameters (51, 26, 16, 16, 8):
((9, 11, 14, 15, 18,24,26,27,32,33,35,41,44,45,48,50},
{9,11,13,14,18,19,21,22,24,25,26,27,32,33,34,35,

5.

Conclusion

In this letter, some new classes of almost binary sequence
pair and binary sequence pair with three-level autocorrela~
tion are proposed. Those almost binary sequence pairs and
binary sequence pairs are constructed based on difference
sets or difference set pairs with optimum autocorrelation and
optimum balance between +1 's and :-1 's, when the used
characteristic sequences or sequence pairs have optimum
auto~orrelation and optimum balance of+ 1'sand -l's.
It is suggested that the even period binary sequence pair
has even out-of-phase correlation values and the odd period
binary sequence pair has odd out-of~phase correlation values
in Theorem 1 of paper [2]. While in this paper, we can get
the binary sequence pairs with even out-of-phase correlation
function such as {0, -2} of odd period by adding one zero
element to the binary sequence pair. So we can get more
signals which can be used in the engineering.
As mentioned in paper [10], finding binary sequence
pairs of period N with three-level autocorrelation is equivalent to finding almost difference set pairs of ZN with corresponding parameters. Then, it is easy to know that these
classes of binary sequence pairs with three-level autocorrelation as pointed out in Se.ct. 4 are equivalent to some classes
of almost difference set pairs. Andwe can know that difference sets and difference set pairs can be used to construct almost difference set pairs by removing one element or adding
one element from this paper. While in paper [10], we can
get another kind of almost difference set pairs based on the
cyclotomic classes of order 2, 4, and 6.
We are pleased to note that many families of difference
sets have been constructed so far. However, so far only a
small number of classes of difference set pairs are found.
Numerical results show that there should be more families
of difference set pairs.remaining to be discovered. For ex~
ample, the set

({0, 3, 5, 8}, {0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,14})
is a (15, 8, 4, 4, 2) difference set pair of Z15 which does not
belong to any known class of difference set pairs. Another

37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 45,46, 48, 50}).
It is an open question whether (3(4m+ 1), 6m+ 2, 4m, 4m, 2m)
difference set pairs exist for all m which makes 4m + 1 a
prime. It is very likely that the answer is positive.
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